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In Foster (2014), eleven kinds of sugar were discussed. Indeed, I was really inspired after discovering various types and uses of sugar. As I mentioned in my article “Sugary Life”, I stated that students decorate our lives that is actually the job of this sugar I am going to discuss right now. This sugar is called sanding sugar which is mainly used for decorating. It has large crystals that are fairly resistant to heat. Hence, this reminds me of our students. Their eyes are filled with bright ideas. They serve as our energy boosters. They are the reasons why we continue. Seeing them inspired and enthusiast of the lessons lead us to work harder.

Even though their interest and focus do not suffice in order for them to easily grasp and understand lessons, they remain as our sanding sugar. That served as a proof that there’s a rainbow always after the rain. Yes, sanding sugar come in a rainbow of colors. Same with our students, they come with individual differences, yet, we all look and take them the same way: sweet. They are sweet for they decorate and put colors into our lives. We won’t be able to push our limits if not for those tough times they gave us.

In conclusion, our students decorate our lives not only through giving us good memories, there may also be dark moments with them, but we must always keep in mind that no matter what the color of the sanding sugar is, it is still sweet.
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